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Abstract. The composition of PM1 (particulate matter with

diameter less than 1 µm) in the greater London area was char-

acterized during the Clean Air for London (ClearfLo) project

in winter 2012. Two high-resolution time-of-flight aerosol

mass spectrometers (HR-ToF-AMS) were deployed at a ru-

ral site (Detling, Kent) and an urban site (North Kensing-

ton, London). The simultaneous and high-temporal resolu-

tion measurements at the two sites provide a unique oppor-

tunity to investigate the spatial distribution of PM1. We find

that the organic aerosol (OA) concentration is comparable

between the rural and urban sites, but the contribution from

different sources is distinctly different between the two sites.

The concentration of solid fuel OA at the urban site is about

twice as high as at the rural site, due to elevated domestic

heating in the urban area. While the concentrations of oxy-

genated OA (OOA) are well-correlated between the two sites,

the OOA concentration at the rural site is almost twice that of

the urban site. At the rural site, more than 70 % of the carbon

in OOA is estimated to be non-fossil, which suggests that

OOA is likely related to aged biomass burning considering

the small amount of biogenic SOA in winter. Thus, it is pos-

sible that the biomass burning OA contributes a larger frac-

tion of ambient OA in wintertime than what previous field

studies have suggested.

A suite of instruments was deployed downstream of a ther-

mal denuder (TD) to investigate the volatility of PM1 species

at the rural Detling site. After heating at 250 ◦C in the TD,

40 % of the residual mass is OA, indicating the presence of

non-volatile organics in the aerosol. Although the OA associ-

ated with refractory black carbon (rBC; measured by a soot-

particle aerosol mass spectrometer) only accounts for < 10 %

of the total OA (measured by a HR-ToF-AMS) at 250 ◦C, the

two measurements are well-correlated, suggesting that the

non-volatile organics have similar sources or have undergone

similar chemical processing as rBC in the atmosphere. Al-

though the atomic O : C ratio of OOA is substantially larger

than that of solid fuel OA and hydrocarbon-like OA, these

three factors have similar volatility, which is inferred from
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the change in mass concentration after heating at 120 ◦C.

Finally, we discuss the relationship between the mass frac-

tion remaining (MFR) of OA after heating in the TD and

atomic O : C of OA and find that particles with a wide range

of O : C could have similar MFR after heating. This analysis

emphasizes the importance of understanding the distribution

of volatility and O : C in bulk OA.

1 Introduction

Particulate matter (PM) concentration in the greater London

area often exceeds European air quality limits, causing ad-

verse effects on the health of habitants in this area (Harrison

et al., 2012; Bohnenstengel et al., 2014). Therefore, it is crit-

ical to identify the PM sources in order to implement effec-

tive strategies to control ambient pollutants. The Clean Air

for London (ClearfLo) project aimed to study boundary layer

pollution in the greater London area through comprehensive

measurements of meteorology, gaseous, and particulate com-

position (Bohnenstengel et al., 2014). Multiple monitoring

sites were set up in both urban and rural areas around London

to quantify the urban increment in gas-phase and particle-

phase pollutants.

Previous studies in the greater London area have repeat-

edly shown that the concentration of elemental carbon (EC)

is higher in urban sites than rural sites due to elevated lev-

els of primary emissions such as vehicle exhaust and wood

smoke (Crilley et al., 2015; Yin et al., 2015). The origin of

organic carbon (OC) at urban and rural sites is instead more

challenging to elucidate considering the myriad of differ-

ent OC sources. Based on the ratios among multiple trac-

ers (e.g., EC /OC and levoglucosan /OC) from different

sources, Crilley et al. (2015) estimated that the concentra-

tion of primary OC from vehicle emissions was higher in an

urban area compared to a rural area in the UK. Many studies

have applied the chemical mass balance (CMB) model for

OC apportionment (Yin et al., 2010; Crilley et al., 2015; Yin

et al., 2015). However, due to the uncertainties in the source

profiles and the number of organic tracers included in the

model, the concentration of secondary OC is highly uncer-

tain. In addition, OC measurements based on filter samples

on a daily basis limit the temporal resolution of rural vs. ur-

ban comparisons.

Factor analysis via positive matrix factorization (PMF) of

aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) measurements is another

widely used method to identify sources of organic aerosol

(OA) (Jimenez et al., 2009; Lanz et al., 2007; Ng et al., 2010;

Xu et al., 2015a). Based on factor analysis of AMS measure-

ments around the world, Zhang et al. (2007) observed that the

contribution of hydrocarbon-like OA (a surrogate for primary

OA) to total OA decreased from urban sites to rural sites, but

the oxygenated OA (a surrogate for secondary OA), showed

the opposite trend. The authors also showed that the average

OA concentration is substantially lower in rural sites than ur-

ban sites (2.8 vs. 7.6 µg m−3). However, the trend observed

in Zhang et al. (2007) needs to be further verified since the

urban vs. rural comparisons are not based on simultaneous

measurements between paired locations.

Comparison based on simultaneous measurements be-

tween different sites, especially between rural and urban

sites, is useful to identify regional and local sources of OA.

For example, by comparing concurrent AMS measurements

of OA at multiple sites in the greater Atlanta area, USA, Xu

et al. (2015a, b) showed that the OA was spatially homoge-

neous and mainly regional in summer, but the OA showed

substantial spatial variability in winter. Based on PMF anal-

ysis of AMS measurements, Crippa et al. (2013) investigated

the correlation of various OA subtypes between three urban

sites located in a 20 km radius region in Paris, France, dur-

ing winter 2010. The authors observed that the secondary OA

factors had substantially better correlation between different

sites than the primary OA factors, including OA from ve-

hicles, biomass burning, and cooking. However, a rural vs.

urban comparison was not performed in Crippa et al. (2013).

In addition to OA sources, the volatility of OA is an im-

portant property since it directly determines the gas–particle

partitioning. The thermal denuder (TD) has been used widely

to measure the aerosol volatility (An et al., 2007; Huffman et

al., 2008; Saleh et al., 2012). Many previous studies inferred

the volatility from the mass fraction remaining (MFR) or vol-

ume fraction remaining (VFR), which is calculated as the ra-

tio of the species mass (or volume) concentration after heat-

ing to an elevated temperature in the TD to the species mass

(or volume) concentration without heating (An et al., 2007;

Huffman et al., 2009b; Jonsson et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2011;

Stanier et al., 2007; Grieshop et al., 2009b; Xu et al., 2014;

Huffman et al., 2009a). Larger MFR is used as an indication

of lower volatility of aerosol. However, Saleh et al. (2011)

suggested that it is misleading to use MFR as an indication

of volatility. This is mainly because the MFR is an extensive

parameter (which explicitly depends on the initial mass con-

centration) while aerosol volatility is an intensive property

(which depends only on chemical nature of the compounds

in a mixture). Instead of MFR, Saleh et al. (2011) presented

that the change in mass concentration when reaching equi-

librium upon heating (i.e., 1C) is an appropriate measure of

volatility.

Although multiple previous studies have investigated the

volatility of laboratory-generated OA (An et al., 2007; Huff-

man et al., 2009b; Jonsson et al., 2007; Lee et al., 2011;

Stanier et al., 2007; Grieshop et al., 2009b; Xu et al., 2014),

there are only limited studies on the volatility of ambient

OA, especially on the volatility of OA from different sources

(Hildebrandt et al., 2010; Huffman et al., 2009a; Massoli et

al., 2015; Paciga et al., 2015). Previous studies have shown

the presence of non-volatile organics in ambient aerosol even

after heating to high temperatures (i.e., 230–300 ◦C) (Huff-

man et al., 2009a; Häkkinen et al., 2012; Poulain et al., 2014;

Massoli et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015). However, the sources
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of non-volatile organics are uncertain. Häkkinen et al. (2012)

and Poulain et al. (2014) found that the non-volatile residuals

correlated with anthropogenic tracers, such as BC and poly-

cyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), implying that the non-

volatile species are possibly linked to anthropogenic emis-

sions. However, in both studies, the TD was only applied up-

stream of a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS); there-

fore, the composition of remaining compounds was not di-

rectly measured but only conjectured. Massoli et al. (2015)

coupled a TD with a soot-particle AMS (SP-AMS) during

measurements in California. The authors observed the exis-

tence of refractory OA (i.e., detectable via laser vaporization

in the SP-AMS, but not detectable by vaporization at 600 ◦C

in the standard AMS), which was present in the fresh urban

air masses, but not in the aged air masses.

Many studies have used the degree of oxidation of OA,

such as atomic O : C ratio and oxidation state (OS) as a proxy

for volatility. For example, two oxygenated OA factors with

high but different O : C ratio are often resolved from PMF

analysis on AMS data. These two oxygenated OA factors are

often named semi-volatile OOA (SVOOA) and low-volatility

OOA (LVOOA) based on the volatility inferred from O : C

values (Ng et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2010; Mohr et al.,

2012; Jimenez et al., 2009). In a laboratory study on toluene

SOA, Hildebrandt Ruiz et al. (2015) observed a linear rela-

tionship between OS and effective saturation concentration

of the aerosol. However, for both ambient measurements and

laboratory studies, it is uncertain whether the O : C or OS of

bulk OA is a good indicator of volatility. In Mexico City and

Riverside, CA, Huffman et al. (2009a) showed that the O : C

ratio of the thermally denuded OA increased with TD heating

temperature, which suggests that the O : C is inversely corre-

lated with the volatility of organic aerosol (i.e., the residual

OA with lower volatility after heating has a higher O : C). In

contrast, only a weak correlation between O : C and volatil-

ity was observed in Hildebrandt et al. (2010), who measured

the volatility of ambient OA in Finokalia, Greece. The au-

thors found that between thermally denuded OA and ambient

OA, the mass spectrum was similar and the difference in f44

(i.e., fraction of organic signal at m/z 44, which has a linear

correlation with O : C) was not statistically significant. This

indicates that the degree of oxidation does not change after

evaporation of relatively volatile species. In addition, vari-

ous relationships between O : C and volatility (inferred from

the MFR) have been observed in previous laboratory stud-

ies on different SOA systems (Grieshop et al., 2009b; Qi et

al., 2010; Donahue et al., 2012; Kroll et al., 2009; Tritscher

et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2014). For example, Xu et al. (2014)

observed that while the O : C of isoprene SOA formed in the

laboratory without additional NO remained fairly constant

(∼ 0.6) during photochemical aging, the VFR increased over

time. Grieshop et al. (2009b) showed that during photochem-

ical aging, OA from wood fires became more oxidized (i.e.,

O : C increases), but the MFR remained constant. Donahue

et al. (2012) studied the photochemical aging of α-pinene
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Figure 1. Geographical locations of the sampling sites (i.e., North

Kensington and Detling) in this study. The region circled by the

M25 motorway is the greater London area. The map is adapted from

Google Maps.

ozonolysis SOA and observed that while the OA became

more oxidized (i.e., O : C increases), the VFR decreased with

aging. The authors proposed that the photochemical aging

produced both relatively volatile products and more oxidized

products, which broadened the volatility distribution of the

OA (Donahue et al., 2012). In summary, while SOA becomes

progressively more oxidized (i.e., O : C increases) during ag-

ing, the MFR or VFR exhibits different trends (i.e., increases,

stays constant, or decreases over time) for different SOA sys-

tems.

In this study, we performed simultaneous measurements at

a rural site (Detling, Kent) and an urban site (North Kensing-

ton, London) in the greater London area in winter 2012 using

two Aerodyne high-resolution time-of-flight mass spectrom-

eters (HR-ToF-AMS) (DeCarlo et al., 2006). The comparison

of the simultaneous, high-temporal resolution measurements

and the OA source apportionment by PMF analysis provide

insights into sources of wintertime OA in the greater Lon-

don area. Since biogenic emissions are low in winter, these

measurements allow for a more direct evaluation of the con-

tributions of anthropogenic emissions to OA formation. We

also deployed a thermal denuder upstream of a suite of in-

struments to directly characterize the non-volatile residual at

250 ◦C. Furthermore, we investigated the volatility of differ-

ent OA sources and systematically evaluated the relationship

between O : C and OA volatility.

2 Method

2.1 Sampling sites and meteorological conditions

Measurements were performed as part of the ClearfLo

project. An overview of the ClearfLo field campaign can be

found in Bohnenstengel et al. (2014). The main goal of the

ClearfLo project was to study boundary layer pollution in

the greater London area by comprehensive measurements of
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meteorology, gaseous composition, and particulate compo-

sition. Multiple monitoring sites were set up in both urban

and rural areas and at different elevations (street and elevated

level) to perform year-long measurements across London. In

addition, two intensive observation periods (IOPs) were con-

ducted during winter (January–February, 2012) and summer

(July–August, 2012). Data presented in this paper were col-

lected at the Detling site and the North Kensington (NK)

site during the winter IOP. Figure 1 shows the locations of

both sites. The NK site (51.521055◦ N, 0.213432◦W) is an

urban background site located in a residential area, 7 km to

the west of central London. The Detling site (51.301931◦ N,

0.589494◦ E) is a rural site located on a plateau (200 m a.s.l.),

45 km southeast of London. The closest road is about 150 m

(south), which carries ∼ 42 000 vehicles per day (www.dft.

gov.uk/traffic-counts). The typical meteorological data (tem-

perature, relative humidity, and wind speed) at the Detling

site are shown in Fig. S1a in the Supplement. The campaign-

averaged temperature was 6 ◦C. In the diurnal variation, the

highest temperature was ∼ 8 ◦C at 14:00 (local time) and the

lowest temperature was ∼ 5 ◦C at 07:00. The relative humid-

ity was 83 % on average. The wind speed was 5.8 m s−1 on

average, but it occasionally reached 10 m s−1. The wind rose

plot is shown in Fig. S1b. The prevailing wind was from the

northeast and the southwest.

2.2 Instrumentation

In the following discussions on instrumental setup and data

analysis methods, we will focus on the rural Detling site. For

instruments deployed at the urban NK site, only the HR-ToF-

AMS ambient measurements are included in this study. The

data analysis of HR-ToF-AMS at the urban site is similar to

that at the rural site, which will be discussed below. Details

regarding the measurements at the NK site can be found in

Young et al. (2015a).

A suite of instruments was deployed at the Detling site to

characterize both the gas-phase and particle-phase composi-

tion. Instruments of interest to this study are shown in Fig. S2

and are described below. Ambient particles were sampled

through a PM2.5 cyclone and then directed through either a

thermal denuder line (denoted as TD line) or a bypass line

before being analyzed by downstream instruments. The TD

(Aerodyne), designed based on Huffman et al. (2008), con-

sists of a 22′′ long stainless steel tube operated at elevated

temperatures (i.e., heated section), followed by a 24′′ sec-

tion of activated charcoal held at room temperature to adsorb

the evaporated components from particles. The heating sec-

tion was operated at 120 and 250 ◦C. The aerosol residence

time in the heating section of the TD was 5.3 s at the exper-

imental flow rate (2.3 L min−1 determined by the sampling

rate of instruments downstream of the TD). Caution is re-

quired when comparing the results between different stud-

ies with a TD because the TD configuration and residence

times can be different. Particle loss in the TD was charac-

terized based on the single particle soot photometer (SP2)

refractory black carbon (rBC) mass measurement during the

field campaign, since rBC does not evaporate even at 250 ◦C.

The transmission efficiency of TD is about 90 % (Fig. S3),

similar to the values reported in previous studies with simi-

lar TD configurations (Huffman et al., 2008; Massoli et al.,

2015). The timescale to reach thermodynamic equilibrium in

a given TD depends on a number of factors, such as TD tem-

perature, aerosol mass concentration, aerosol diameter, and

mass accommodation coefficient (Riipinen et al., 2010; An

et al., 2007; Saleh et al., 2011). In this study, we calculate the

characteristic time for aerosol equilibration by following the

algorithm in Saleh et al. (2011). To evaluate the equilibration

timescale in the TD, the authors started with the mass transfer

equation (Eq. 1) and then obtained the characteristic time for

aerosol equilibration (τ in Eq. 2) by performing dimensional

analysis.

dCa

dt
=−2πdpDFNtot(KCg,sat−Cg) (1)

τ =
1

2πdpDFNtot

(2)

F =
1+Kn

1+ 0.3773Kn+ 1.33Kn(1+Kn)/∂
(3)

In the equations,Ca,Cg, andCg,sat are the aerosol-phase con-

centration, gas-phase concentration, and gas-phase saturation

concentration, respectively. Ntot is the total number concen-

tration, dp is the particle size,D is the diffusion coefficient in

the gas phase, K is the Kelvin effect correction, and F is the

Fuchs–Sutugin correction, which is calculated by Eq. (3). In

Eq. (3), Kn is the Knudsen number and α is the accommoda-

tion coefficient. D is on the order of 10−5 m2 s−1 according

to Tang et al. (2015) and α is on the order of 0.1 as shown in

Saleh et al. (2012). By using the campaign-averaged particle

number concentration (i.e., 4.28× 103 cm−3) and the mode

of the particle number distribution (i.e., 87 nm) in our study,

we estimate that the characteristic equilibration time is about

1600 s, which is orders of magnitude longer than that resi-

dence time (5 s) in the TD. Since the evaporation process is

likely far away from equilibrium, the gas-phase saturation ra-

tio is small and the particles are likely evaporating in a vapor-

free environment. Under this assumption, the gas-phase va-

por concentration (i.e., Cg) in the mass transfer equation

(Eq. 1) can be neglected. After integration over the residence

time in the TD, the change in mass concentration upon heat-

ing (1Ca) can be calculated by Eq. (4), in which tresidence

is the residence time in TD and the C∗ is the evaporation-

time-averaged saturation concentration. Thus, the 1Ca for

each component is proportional to its C∗ because the other

parameters are the same assuming the compounds are inter-

nally mixed.
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1Ca = Ct=0−Ctresidence
=

tresidence∫
0

KCg,sat

τ
dt

=
tresidence

τ
KC∗ (4)

A HR-ToF-AMS (Aerodyne), a SP-AMS (Aerodyne), a

SP2 (DMT), and a SMPS (TSI) were placed downstream of

the TD. These four instruments alternated between sampling

the bypass line (i.e., ambient) and the TD line (i.e., thermally

denuded) every 10 min. When the instruments were sampling

through the bypass line, the heating section of TD was ad-

justed to the subsequent temperature set point. The MFR was

determined by comparing the measurements between bypass

line and TD line.

The HR-ToF-AMS provides real-time measurements of

the chemical composition and size distribution of submicron

non-refractory species (NR-PM1) and has been described in

detail previously (Canagaratna et al., 2007; DeCarlo et al.,

2006). In brief, the HR-ToF-AMS samples particles through

an aerodynamic lens and then impacts the focused particle

beam on a heated tungsten surface (∼ 600 ◦C). The resul-

tant vapors are ionized by electron impact ionization and the

ions are analyzed using time-of-flight mass spectrometry. We

used the ambient gas-phase CO2 concentration (measured by

a LI-COR CO2 gas analyzer with 1 min resolution) to cor-

rect for the gas-phase interference in the particle-phase CO+2
signals for both the bypass line and TD line. The assump-

tion behind this correction for the TD line is that the CO2

generated in the TD, if it exists, is negligible. Unless oth-

erwise specified, the elemental ratios, such as atomic O : C

and H : C, were calculated based on the latest recommenda-

tion by Canagaratna et al. (2015), who modified the origi-

nal method developed for the HR-ToF-AMS (Aiken et al.,

2007, 2008). The HR-ToF-AMS data were analyzed using

the standard AMS analysis toolkits SQUIRREL v1.56A and

PIKA v1.15.

The SP-AMS measures the chemical composition of rBC-

containing particles by using an intracavity laser vaporizer

(1064 nm). The detailed working principles of SP-AMS are

extensively discussed in Onasch et al. (2012). In brief, af-

ter being focused through an aerodynamic lens, the rBC-

containing particles are heated and vaporized by laser ab-

sorption. The chemical composition of both the rBC and any

associated coatings are analyzed via high-resolution mass

spectrometry. The SP-AMS data presented in this paper were

obtained between 5 and 15 February, 2012, when the instru-

ment was operated in the laser vaporizer-only configuration;

that is, only rBC-associated species were detected. Analy-

sis and interpretation of the SP-AMS measurements for the

entire deployment at Detling are presented in Williams et

al. (2016).

The SP2 measures rBC using laser-induced incandes-

cence. The method has been described previously (Schwarz

et al., 2006; Stephens et al., 2003). In brief, a 1064 nm

Nd:YAG laser irradiates the particles as they enter the SP2,

where upon vaporization and incandescence is induced in

the particles containing rBC. The incandescence signal is

proportional to the mass of rBC per particle, and with the

sampling volume, rBC mass concentrations are quantified.

The SP2 at the Detling site was calibrated using fullerene

soot (Alfa Aesar, Inc., Ward Hill, Massachusetts; Stock

no. 40971, Lot no. L18U002). Fullerene soot is an rBC surro-

gate used for calibration of the SP2 due to its known density

and similarities to ambient rBC (Baumgardner et al., 2012;

Laborde et al., 2012). Data analysis was performed with the

Paul Scherrer Institute Toolkit (PSI; Martin Gysel) developed

for SP2 analysis within Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Inc.).

2.3 Collection efficiency of the HR-ToF-AMS

In order to provide quantitative data from HR-ToF-AMS

measurements, the particle collection efficiency (CE), which

is largely due to particles bouncing on the vaporizer, needs

to be evaluated. For the bypass line, we calculated the CE

based on the composition-dependent algorithm proposed by

Middlebrook et al. (2012) (i.e., CDCE). The CDCE for the

bypass line ranges from 0.45 to 0.97, with the campaign-

averaged value 0.52± 0.08 (1 standard deviation). In or-

der to validate the application of CDCE, we converted the

mass concentrations of ambient non-refractory species mea-

sured by HR-ToF-AMS (after CDCE correction) together

with the mass concentration of refractory species (i.e., rBC

and crustal material) to volume using Eq. (5) and then com-

pared the calculated volume with SMPS measurements.

volume=
[NO−3 ] + [SO2−

4 ] + [NH+4 ]

1.75
+
[Cl−]

1.52
+
[org]

ρorg

+
[crustal material]

2.7
+
[BC]

0.73
(5)

In Eq. (5), 1.75 g cm−3 was used as the density for inor-

ganic nitrate, sulfate, and ammonium, and 1.52 g cm−3 was

used as the density for chloride (Poulain et al., 2014). The

density of ambient organics was estimated using atomic O : C

and H : C ratios as suggested by Kuwata et al. (2012). It

is noted that the O : C and H : C ratios calculated based on

Aiken et al. (2008) were used in the density estimation in

order to be consistent with Kuwata et al. (2012). The or-

ganic density was estimated to be 1.30, 1.42, and 1.68 g cm−3

for bypass line, TD= 120 ◦C, and TD= 250 ◦C, respectively.

The estimated density values were within the literature range

(Hallquist et al., 2009). The concentration of crustal mate-

rial was estimated by summing the normal oxides (Na2O,

MgO, Al2O3, SiO2, CaO, K2O, FeO, Fe2O3, and TiO2) of

tracer elements (Malm et al., 1994). The tracer elements were

measured by PM1.0–0.3 rotating drum impactors and analyzed

by synchrotron radiation-induced X-ray fluorescence spec-

trometry (Visser et al., 2015). The density of crustal material

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1139/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1139–1160, 2016
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(2.7 g cm−3) was adapted from Lide (1991). The rBC con-

centration was measured by the SP2. For the rBC density,

many previous studies have used 1.77 g cm−3 (Salcedo et al.,

2006; Poulain et al., 2014; Huffman et al., 2009a). However,

we note that 1.77 g cm−3 (adapted from Park et al., 2004) is

the inherent material density of diesel soot particles. If the

inherent material density is used, one needs to consider the

non-sphericity of rBC when comparing the calculated vol-

ume to the SMPS volume as the particles are assumed to be

spherical when estimating the SMPS volume. In order to cir-

cumvent this issue, we used an effective density of rBC in

this study. Park et al. (2003) measured the effective density

of diesel soot particles in the 50–300 nm range (mobility di-

ameter) by using a Differential Mobility Analyzer – Aerosol

Particle Mass (DMA-APM) analyzer system. The soot par-

ticles were firstly classified based on mobility diameter in

DMA and the mass of classified particles was then measured

by APM. The effective density was calculated with the fol-

lowing equation by assuming spherical particles:

ρeff =
mass
π
6
d3

me

, (6)

where dme is the mobility equivalent diameter. Thus, apply-

ing the effective density measured by a DMA-APM system

allows one to convert BC mass to its apparent volume, which

is comparable to the SMPS volume. One factor that compli-

cates the choice of rBC effective density is that this value de-

creases with increasing mobility diameter as shown in Park

et al. (2003). Limited by the lack of knowledge of the size

distribution (mobility diameter based) of rBC in our data, we

calculated the average effective density based on all the val-

ues reported in Park et al. (2003) and used this average value

(0.73 g cm−3) in our study. This simplification is reasonable

considering the following reasons. First, Crilley et al. (2015)

estimated that 70 % of rBC at the Detling site is from traffic,

which is similar to the BC types in Park et al. (2003). Second,

the size distribution of total particles measured by SMPS in

our study largely overlapped the size range studied in Park et

al. (2003).

The calculated volume (based on HR-ToF-

AMS+ rBC+ crustal material) was then compared with

co-located SMPS measurements (Fig. 2). The SMPS mea-

sured the particle number distribution between 15.1 and

532.8 nm mobility diameter. The number distribution can

be converted to a volume distribution assuming spherical

particles. On average, the difference between the calculated

volume and the SMPS volume was within 6 %, which

validates the application of CDCE for the bypass line

(Fig. 2a).

However, the CDCE is not applicable for the TD line be-

cause the CDCE algorithm is parameterized based on aerosol

neutralization (Eq. 7), which depends strongly on the accu-

racy of the ammonium concentration measurement. The am-

monium concentration decreased quickly upon heating and

was close to the instrument detection limit at 250 ◦C. Thus,

we evaluated the CE for the TD line by comparing the calcu-

lated volume (based on HR-ToF-AMS+ rBC+ crustal ma-

terial) and the SMPS volume (Salcedo et al., 2006).

neutralization=
NH4,meas

NH4,predict

=
NH4,meas

18×
(

SO4×2
96
+

NO3

62
+

Chl
35.5

) (7)

We noted that the selection of the rBC density has a sub-

stantial effect on the TD line CE. For example, varying the

rBC density from 1.77 to 0.60 g cm−3 (i.e., from the inher-

ent material density to the effective density of 100 nm diesel

soot particle reported in Park et al., 2003) changed the CE

at 250 ◦C by a factor of 2 (Table S1). This sensitivity analy-

sis highlighted the importance of the rBC density in applying

this method to evaluate CE, especially for the TD line where

rBC accounted for a large fraction of the mass concentration.

In this study, since the TD line CE calculated with an rBC ef-

fective density of 0.73 g cm−3 (i.e., average value from Park

et al., 2003) was close to the default value for CE (i.e., 0.45),

we used 0.45 as the TD line CE in our analysis. As shown in

Fig. 2b and c, the default CE results in a reasonable agree-

ment between the calculated volume and the SMPS volume

for the TD line. Specifically, the differences between the cal-

culated volume and the SMPS volume are 14 and 11 % at 120

and 250 ◦C, respectively, which are within the range of mea-

surement uncertainties. Future studies are warranted to com-

prehensively investigate the change of AMS CE after heating

of the aerosol.

2.4 Data analysis

2.4.1 Positive matrix factorization analysis

PMF analysis has been widely used for aerosol source appor-

tionment in the AMS community. This technique represents

the observed data as a linear combination of factors with con-

stant mass spectra but varying concentrations across time in

the data set (Paatero and Tapper, 1994; Paatero, 1997). Two

solvers have been used for PMF analysis of AMS data, PMF2

and the multilinear engine (ME-2). The PMF2 solver does

not require a priori information, which avoids some subjec-

tivity. The ME-2 solver uses a priori information to reduce

rotational ambiguity among possible solutions (Canonaco et

al., 2013; Paatero, 1999).

For the ambient OA measurements, we used the standard

PMF2 solver, which does not include any a priori informa-

tion. This analysis is denoted as PMFambient and was per-

formed using the PMF Evaluation Toolkit (PET) software

developed by Ulbrich et al. (2009). The error matrix was

pre-treated based on the procedure in Ulbrich et al. (2009).

m/z’s with a signal-to-noise ratio in the range of 0.2–2 were

down weighted by a factor of 2, and m/z’s with a signal-

to-noise ratio smaller than 0.2 were removed. Also, the con-
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Figure 2. Scatter plot of converted volume (based on HR-ToF-AMS total+BC+ crustal material) vs. the apparent volume estimated from

SMPS measurement for (a) the bypass line and the TD line at (b) 120 ◦C and (c) 250 ◦C. The composition-dependent CE is applied to the

bypass line HR-ToF-AMS measurements and CE= 0.45 is applied to the TD line HR-ToF-AMS measurements. The slopes and intercepts

are obtained by orthogonal distance regression (ODR). The Pearson’s R is obtained by linear least-squares fit.

tributions of O+, HO+, H2O+, CO+, and CO+2 were down

weighted to avoid excessive weighting of CO+2 and related

fragments. Following the detailed procedure listed in Zhang

et al. (2011), the PMF solutions were evaluated by investi-

gating the key diagnostic plots (Fig. S4), mass spectral signa-

tures, correlations with external tracers, and the diurnal pro-

files. The rotational ambiguity of the optimal solution was

examined by changing the fpeak parameter from −1 to 1.

In our case, an fpeak value of 0 (Q/Qexp = 1.804) was se-

lected because the correlations between factors and external

tracers were not improved for fpeak values that were dif-

ferent from 0. We resolved three factors from PMFambient,

i.e., hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), solid fuel OA (SFOA), and

oxygenated OA (OOA), which are discussed in Sect. 3.1. The

choice of a three-factor solution is discussed in detail in the

Supplement (Fig. S5).

For the TD line measurements, we first tried the PMF2

solver on the combined ambient and thermally denuded OA

spectra (denoted as PMFambient+TD); this is the same ap-

proach applied in Huffman et al. (2009a). However, in this

study we encountered several issues in PMFambient+TD anal-

ysis. The first issue we encountered is the mixing behav-

ior of OA factors. For example, in the three-factor solu-

tion of PMFambient+TD, one factor has similar fragmenta-

tion pattern as HOA from PMFambient, but this factor also

has a substantial signal at C2H4O+2 (m/z 60, often used as

a tracer marker for SFOA) (Fig. S6). In addition, another

factor from PMFambient+TD has similar time series as SFOA

from PMFambient, but has similar mass spectrum as OOA

from PMFambient. The second issue we encountered is that the

mass loading of the OOA factor is occasionally higher in the

TD runs compared to the preceding and succeeding bypass

runs (Fig. S7). The reason for this behavior is not clear, but it

is likely caused by the fact that only highly oxidized species

remain upon heating and the mass spectrum of the remaining

OA becomes more similar to the oxidized OA factors. Thus,

PMF analysis might overestimate the concentrations of the

oxidized OA factor. Overall, the PMF analysis on the com-

bined bypass and TD line measurements by using the PMF2

solver without a priori information could not clearly separate

OA factors. This is likely caused by the fact that including

the thermally denuded data might distort the PMF results by

introducing additional time variation in the mass spectra as

pointed out by Huffman et al. (2009a).

Considering the above issues associated with

PMFambient+TD, we performed PMF analysis using the

ME-2 solver on the TD line measurements by applying

the factor profiles determined from PMFambient as a priori

information, in order to improve the separation of OA factor.

Data obtained at 120 and 250 ◦C were analyzed separately

in order to account for the variability of factor mass spectra

at different temperatures. The analyses for 120 and 250 ◦C

are denoted as ME-2120C and ME-2250C, respectively, and

were performed using the toolkit Source Finder (SoFi v4.8)

(Canonaco et al., 2013). The error matrix was pre-treated

in the same way as for PMFambient. As recommended by

Canonaco et al. (2013) and Crippa et al. (2014), secondary

factors (i.e., OOA factor) were unconstrained and primary

factors (i.e., HOA and SFOA) were constrained with a

small a value (e.g., < 0.1), which allows small variations

of the resolved factors compared to the anchor profile in

order to account for differences in ambient sources and

avoid a mixing situation. We performed sensitivity tests

and found that increasing the a value from 0 to 0.1 only

reduced the fitting residual (i.e., Q/Qexp) by < 1 % and

had negligible influence on the factor profiles and factor

concentrations (Figs. S8 and S9) for both ME-2120C and

ME-2250C. Therefore, considering (1) the small effect of the

a value, and (2) the fact that the anchor profiles of HOA and

SFOA resolved from PMFambient were clearly separated, we

selected 0 as the a value, which fully constrained the profile

of HOA and SFOA. The mass spectra of thermally denuded

OOA at 120 and 250 ◦C, which were not constrained in

ME-2120C and ME-2250C, change slightly compared to

the ambient OOA mass spectrum (Fig. S10). The most
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Figure 3. (a) Time series of non-refractory species and black carbon in addition to the flag waves of dominant air mass origin based on the

NAME model. (b) Average concentration of non-refractory species, black carbon, and OA factors resolved by PMF analysis for the easterly

sector, westerly sector, and the whole campaign. The unexplained mass by PMF analysis is less than 6 % of total OA and not shown in the

figure. The gap between 1/22 and 1/25 is due to a clogged instrument inlet.

discernable changes occur at fCHO+ (i.e., fraction of organic

signal at CHO+), fC2H3O+, and fCO2+, suggesting that

the composition of OOA is different at different denuding

temperatures.

2.4.2 Retroplume analysis

Retroplume analysis was performed using the Numerical

Atmospheric-Dispersion Modelling Environment (NAME)

dispersion model (Jones et al., 2007) to identify the origin

of air masses. The NAME model used the Unified Model

reanalysis of meteorological data and generated the surface

level pathways of air masses arriving at the site after 1 day of

transport (i.e., 1-day footprints). The domain of influence of

the NAME run was divided into a number of geographical re-

gions (Atlantic ocean, Benelux area, etc; shown in Fig. S11)

as described in Fleming et al. (2012). For each 3 h period,

the fraction of air masses arriving from each region was cal-

culated. According to Liu et al. (2013), for the time peri-

ods when the fraction of one region is greater than the 40th

percentile of that region’s air masses fraction, that region is

deemed to have a strong influence on the sampling site. Re-

gions can also be grouped into broader sectors. In this study,

we focused on two broader sectors, the easterly sector (north-

ern France and Benelux area) and the westerly sector (At-

lantic and Ireland). It is important to note that sometimes the

sampling site is influenced by more than one sector.

In the following discussion, we first investigate the PM1

composition and OA source apportionment at the Detling site

(Sect. 3.1). Then in Sect. 3.2, we compare the measurements

at the rural Detling site with the urban NK site to investigate

the spatial variability of aerosol in the greater London area.

Lastly, we examine the aerosol volatility based on measure-

ments at the Detling site (Sect. 3.3).

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Aerosol characterization at the Detling site

Figure 3a shows the time series of PM1 composition mea-

sured by HR-ToF-AMS (i.e., non-refractory species) and SP2

(i.e., rBC). The campaign-averaged PM1 concentration is

14± 12 µg m−3 (average± 1 standard deviation). The chem-

ical composition of PM1 is dominated by nitrate and or-

ganics, which on average accounts for 32 and 31 % of total

PM1 mass, respectively. The other components include sul-

fate (17 %), ammonium (14 %), rBC (4.3 %), and chloride

(2.2 %). Based on the fragmentation pattern of nitrate func-

tionality in the AMS (i.e., NO+/NO+2 ratio), one can de-

termine whether the nitrate is of organic or inorganic origin

(Farmer et al., 2010; Boyd et al., 2015; Fry et al., 2009; Xu et

al., 2015b). At the Detling site, the measured NO+/NO+2 ra-

tio is close to the value of pure ammonium nitrate (Fig. S12),
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Figure 4. (a) Time series of OA factors resolved from the unconstrained PMF analysis on the ambient data (i.e., PMFambient) and corre-

sponding external tracers. (b) Mass spectra of OA factors, which are colored by the ion type. The time series of total nitrated phenols is from

Mohr et al. (2013).

indicating that the majority of the measured nitrates are inor-

ganic nitrates.

The PMF analysis on the ambient organic mass spectra

(i.e., PMFambient) resolves three OA subtypes: OOA, SFOA,

and HOA, which accounts for 54, 23, and 19 % of total

OA, respectively. The time series and mass spectra of the

three factors are shown in Fig. 4. HOA is representative of

primary OA from vehicle emissions as its mass spectrum

is dominated by hydrocarbon-like ions (i.e., CxH+y ions).

HOA is correlated with rBC and NOx (Fig. 4a). SFOA is

a surrogate for fresh OA from solid fuel combustion, in-

cluding biomass burning (Young et al., 2015b). The mass

spectrum of SFOA is characterized by prominent signals

at C2H4O+2 (m/z 60) and C3H5O+2 (m/z 73), which are

likely fragments from anhydrosugars such as levoglucosan

and mannosan (tracers for biomass burning). The time se-

ries of SFOA correlates with particle-phase nitrated phenol

compounds (Mohr et al., 2013), which are mainly associ-

ated with coal and wood combustion (Fig. 4b). OOA is the

most oxidized (O : C= 0.92) among all three factors. At the

Detling site, the OOA time series shows a good correlation

with sulfate (Pearson’s R = 0.80, Fig. 4a) and acetaldehyde

(R = 0.78, Fig. 4a). Acetaldehyde could arise from direct

emissions, such as fossil fuel combustion and biomass burn-

ing, and secondary production by oxidation of various hy-

drocarbons (Langford et al., 2009). The observation that ac-

etaldehyde correlates better with OOA than SFOA (R = 0.78

vs. 0.66) is consistent with previous studies, which showed

that acetaldehyde is dominated by secondary production af-

ter hours of photochemical processing (Hayes et al., 2013;

Sommariva et al., 2011; de Gouw et al., 2005).

The identification of the sources of OOA is challenging

because the mass spectrum of OA from different sources

becomes more similar and resembles that of OOA with in-

creasing photochemical aging (Ng et al., 2010; Jimenez et

al., 2009). For the Detling data, we hypothesize that OOA is

mainly from aged biomass burning. Liu et al. (2015) com-

bined the PMF results from our study with radiocarbon anal-

ysis and estimated that 73–90 % of carbon in the OOA fac-

tor was non-fossil. Biogenic emissions and biomass burning

are the major sources for non-fossil carbon. The large frac-

tion of non-fossil carbon indicates that the OOA measured

at the Detling site largely arises from aged biomass burning

because the concentration of biogenic VOCs is low in win-
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ter due to cold temperature and reduced photosynthesis. For

example, Yin et al. (2015) showed that the concentrations of

isoprene SOA tracers (i.e., methyltetrols) and α-pinene SOA

tracers (pinic acid and pinonic acid) at the NK site during the

winter IOP are only 0.5 and 2.3 ng m−3, respectively, which

are substantially lower than the concentrations measured at

US and European sites during warmer months. Both labo-

ratory studies and ambient measurements have revealed that

the oxidation of biomass burning OA is a rapid process (Hen-

nigan et al., 2011; May et al., 2012; Bougiatioti et al., 2014;

Zhao et al., 2015). During the oxidation process, the mass

spectrum of biomass burning OA could lose its characteristic

signature (i.e., C2H4O+2 and C3H5O+2 ) and becomes progres-

sively similar to that of OOA (Grieshop et al., 2009a; Henni-

gan et al., 2011). Thus, the aged biomass burning OA could

be apportioned to the OOA by PMF analysis. With this, it

is possible that the biomass burning OA contributes a larger

fraction of ambient OA in winter than what previous field

studies suggested, where the biomass burning OA was typi-

cally identified based on the presence of prominent signals at

C2H4O+2 (m/z 60) and C3H5O+2 (m/z 73) alone.

Figure 3b shows the aerosol composition when air masses

come from the easterly sector (i.e., mainland Europe) and

the westerly sector (i.e., Atlantic Ocean). The concentra-

tion of PM1 is 5 times higher for the easterly sector com-

pared to the westerly sector. This is consistent with previ-

ous studies, which showed that elevated pollution levels in

the southern UK were often associated with heavily polluted

air masses transported from mainland Europe (Charron et

al., 2013; Morgan et al., 2010, 2015; Putaud et al., 2004).

Similar to the greater London area, Beekmann et al. (2015)
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found that 70 % of PM2.5 mass in the Paris megacity was

also largely influenced by regional contribution from main-

land Europe. A large fraction of OA from mainland Europe

is highly oxidized organic aerosol (i.e., OOA). For exam-

ple, while the concentrations of HOA and SFOA only dou-

ble when the source of air masses switches from the Atlantic

Ocean to mainland Europe, the OOA concentration increases

from ∼ 0.5 to ∼ 3 µg m−3 (Fig. 3b). The higher contribution

of OOA to total OA is consistent with the total OA from

mainland Europe being more oxidized than that from the At-

lantic Ocean. In Fig. 5, we compare the OA oxidation level

for different air masses in the f44 (i.e., fraction of organic

signal at m/z 44) vs. f43 (i.e., fraction of organic signal at

m/z 43) plot (Ng et al., 2010). The OA for the easterly sector

has a higher f44 compared to the westerly sector, suggest-

ing that the air masses advected from mainland Europe have

undergone a larger extent of photochemical processing.

3.2 Comparison between London and Detling

In this section, we compare the two simultaneous HR-ToF-

AMS measurements at the rural Detling site and the urban

NK site. Only the sampling periods (hourly basis) when both

instruments were operative from 20 January to 8 February,

2012, are included in the comparison; therefore, that the con-

centrations reported in this section are different from those

reported in Sect. 3.1, where the whole data set at the Detling

site (from 20 January to 15 February, 2012) is used.

3.2.1 Non-refractory species and OA factors

comparison

The comparison between the Detling and NK sites in terms

of concentration and diurnal variation of the five NR-PM1

species is shown in Figs. 6 and S13, respectively. The con-

centration of nitrate is substantially higher at the urban NK

site (i.e., 5.6 µg m−3) than the rural Detling site (3.5 µg m−3).

This observation is consistent with McMeeking et al. (2012),

who performed airborne measurements in the urban London
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Figure 7. Comparison of non-refractory species time series between NK and Detling sites. The intercept and slope are obtained by orthogonal

distance regression. The Pearson’s R is obtained by linear least-squares fit.

region and observed an enhancement of nitrate concentra-

tion inside urban plumes. The elevated nitrate concentration

(largely inorganic nitrate) at the urban site suggests that ni-

trate has a strong local contribution, likely due to the fact that

nitrate formation occurs rapidly and its major sources (i.e.,

oxidation of NOx) are much higher over inner London (Shaw

et al., 2015). The sulfate concentration is well-correlated be-

tween two sites (R = 0.82, Fig. 7), consistent with previous

findings that sulfate has a strong regional contribution in the

greater London area (Harrison et al., 2012; Yin et al., 2010).

However, the sulfate concentration is about 60 % higher at

the rural Detling site than the urban NK site. The compari-

son of sulfate concentration between the rural and urban site

depends on the origin of air masses. As shown in Fig. S14,

the sulfate concentrations agree well between the two sites

when air masses come from Atlantic Ocean (i.e., westerly)

compared to mainland Europe (i.e., easterly). The reason for

the elevated sulfate concentration at the rural site will be dis-

cussed below.

Although the average concentration of total OA is compa-

rable between NK (i.e., 4.3 µg m−3) and Detling (4.0 µg m−3)

(Fig. 6), PMF analysis reveals that the contribution to to-

tal OA from different sources is distinctly different between

the urban and rural sites. At the urban NK site, primary OA
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Figure 8. Comparison of OA factors time series between NK and Detling sites. The intercept and slope are obtained by orthogonal distance

regression. The Pearson’s R is obtained by linear least-squares fit.

sources, including cooking, vehicle emissions, and solid fuel

combustion, account for about 70 % of total OA. At the ru-

ral Detling site, in contrast, more than half of the total OA

is aged secondary OA (i.e., OOA). Specifically, the cooking

OA (i.e., COA), which accounts for 18 % of total OA at the

urban NK site, is not resolved at the rural Detling site. This is

expected as there is no cooking activity near the rural Detling

site. Hydrocarbon-like OA (i.e., HOA) only shows weak cor-

relation between the two sites (R = 0.53) (Fig. 8f), which is

because HOA is representative of primary OA and it is influ-

enced by local vehicle emissions. The SFOA time series is

moderately correlated (R = 0.65) between Detling and NK

(Fig. 8d). The SFOA concentration at the urban NK site is

almost twice as high at the rural Detling site, which is likely

due to the elevated domestic space heating activities and re-

lated emissions in the urban London area during wintertime

(Young et al., 2015b; Crilley et al., 2015).

Among all three OA factors, the OOA factor has the

strongest correlation between the two sites (R = 0.81)

(Fig. 8b), which suggests that OOA likely represents re-

gional SOA. Crilley et al. (2015) also observed that the filter-

based daily-averaged OC concentration is well-correlated

(R2 > 0.82) between Detling and NK sites during the same

period as our study. However, the good correlations of OOA

and OC observed in our study and Crilley et al. (2015) are

different from the observation in Charron et al. (2013), where

the authors found that secondary organic carbon (SOC) was

much less spatially homogeneous than nitrate and sulfate

by comparing an urban (Birmingham site) and a rural site

(Harwell site) in the greater London area between July and

November 2010. The difference between this study and

Charron et al. (2013) is likely due to the uncertainty in the

SOC estimation method. In Charron et al. (2013), SOC is es-

timated from filter measured total OC by using the EC /OC

method where a constant EC /CC ratio from primary sources

is applied. As discussed in Charron et al. (2013), their estima-

tion and the weak correlation of OC between different sites

are affected by the uncertainties associated with the choice of

source ratios and analytical procedure. In addition to SOC es-

timation uncertainty, the differences in sampling sites, sam-

pling periods, and size cuts (PM2.5 vs. PM1) between Char-

ron et al. (2013) and our study could also play a role.

Although the OOA is well-correlated between the two

sites, the OOA concentration is almost twice as high at the

rural Detling site than the urban NK site (Fig. 6). This ob-

servation is similar to the comparison of sulfate between the

two sites, which is also usually considered to be regional,

as discussed above. Based on atmospheric chemistry trans-

port model, the higher OOA concentration at the rural site is

a result of meteorological conditions, which cause a strong

gradient of SOA concentration when air masses are advected

from polluted mainland Europe. For example, to simulate the

SOA formation in the winter IOP, Ots et al. (2016) applied

the regional EMEP4UK (European Monitoring and Evalu-
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ation Programme) model, which uses 5 km by 5 km British

Isles grid nested within 50 km by 50 km greater Europe do-

main, 21 vertical levels, Weather Research and Forecast-

ing (WRF) model meteorological reanalysis, National Atmo-

spheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI) for the UK, and Centre

on Emission Inventories and Projections (CEIP) emissions

for other European countries. They observed a steep nega-

tive gradient of SOA concentration from near-European con-

tinent to southern England. The steep gradient is a result

of meteorological conditions (i.e., mainly wind direction),

which causes that the pollution plume from mainland Europe

largely passes over the rural site, but not the urban site.

3.2.2 OA oxidation level

Figure 5 compares the OA oxidation level between Detling

and NK. Compared to the NK site, the average OA at the

Detling site has higher f44, indicating that the OA at the

Detling site is more oxidized than that at the NK site. The

difference in OA oxidation level between the Detling and the

NK sites are due to different OA compositions. As shown in

Fig. 6, the OA at the NK site is dominated by primary OA

(∼ 70 % of total OA) from cooking, vehicle emissions, and

solid fuel combustion, whose O : C is much lower than OOA.

In contrast, more than half of OA at the Detling site is OOA,

which is highly oxidized.

3.3 Aerosol volatility analysis

3.3.1 Volatility of non-refractory species and OA

factors

Figure 9a and c show the thermograms and the change in con-

centration after heating (1C) of non-refractory (NR) species

as measured by the HR-ToF-AMS. The MFR is calculated

as the ratio of the species mass concentration through the

TD to the average mass concentration of the preceding and

succeeding bypass runs. The1C is calculated as the concen-

tration difference between the bypass and TD runs (Eq. 4).

Both the MFR and the 1C have been corrected for the par-

ticle loss in the TD by using the TD transmission efficiency

as discussed in Sect. 2.2. The MFR of NR species is con-

sistent with previous ambient measurements (Huffman et al.,

2009a). Nitrate has the largest average 1C and the smallest

MFR among all NR species. The MFR of nitrate decreases

to 0.15 at 120 ◦C and it volatilizes completely at 250 ◦C (i.e.,

MFR < 0.05). Sulfate is the least volatile species at 120 ◦C,

which has the smallest average 1C and an MFR equal to

0.89. The sulfate MFR is higher than that of ammonium sul-

fate from laboratory studies, which has been attributed to par-

ticle mixing state affecting the sulfate volatility (Huffman et

al., 2009a; Massoli et al., 2015). For OA, the MFR is about

0.16 at 250 ◦C. On average, 0.88 µg m−3 OA remains after

heating, implying the existence of non-volatile organic com-

pounds. Figure 9d shows that the 1Cs of three OA factors
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Figure 9. Thermogram of (a) non-refractory species and (b) OA

factors. The change in mass concentration after heating in the TD

(i.e., 1C) of (c) non-refractory species and (d) OA factors. Error

bars indicate 1 standard deviation. The average values are connected

by lines to guide the eyes.

are not statistically different at 120 ◦C. This suggests that al-

though the O : C of OOA (O : C= 0.92) is substantially larger

than that of HOA (O : C= 0.22) and SFOA (O : C= 0.37),

the volatilities of the three factors are similar at 120 ◦C. Thus,

the O : C may not be a good indicator of the volatility of the

OA factors. At 250 ◦C, both HOA and SFOA fully evaporate

(MFR < 0.05) so that the volatility cannot be compared under

this temperature.

3.3.2 Sources of residual organics at 250 ◦C

Figure 10 shows the chemical composition of the residual

PM1 after heating to 250 ◦C. The major components of the

residual PM1 are OA (90 % of OA is OOA), rBC, and sulfate.

rBC accounts for about 30 % of the remaining mass. This

value is smaller than that reported in Poulain et al. (2014)

(i.e., 47 % in summer and 59 % in winter for TD temper-

ature 300 ◦C) and in Häkkinen et al. (2012) (i.e., 55–87 %

depending on season for TD temperature 280 ◦C). The dif-

ferences are likely due to (1) the density of rBC used in pre-

vious studies when converting SMPS volume concentration

to mass concentration, (2) different TD temperatures and res-

idence times, (3) techniques to measure rBC concentration,

and (4) sampling locations.

At 250 ◦C, OA has the largest contribution (∼ 40 %) to

the residual mass. The existence of highly oxidized, non-

volatile organic compounds is consistent with previous am-

bient measurements and model studies. For example, Cappa

and Jimenez (2010) used a kinetic model to simulate the

volatility of OA factors measured by Huffman et al. (2009a)

in the MILAGRO field campaign and the authors estimated
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Figure 10. Mass fraction of PM1 species for bypass line and TD

line (i.e., 120 and 250 ◦C). The mass fractions larger than 9 % are

labeled in the figure.

that a large fraction of OA was non-volatile and would not

evaporate under any atmospheric conditions.

The sources of non-volatile organics are uncertain, but ap-

pear to be related to anthropogenic emissions. A previous

study by Häkkinen et al. (2012) showed that the MFR (ex-

cluding rBC) at 280 ◦C correlated well with anthropogenic

tracers (i.e., polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons), indicating

that the non-volatile species may be affected by anthro-

pogenic emissions. In this study, we investigate the sources

of the non-volatile organics by comparing the measurements

of HR-ToF-AMS and SP-AMS after heating at 250 ◦C. While

the HR-ToF-AMS measures the bulk total non-refractory or-

ganics, SP-AMS only detects the organics associated with

rBC when the SP-AMS is operated with the laser vapor-

izer only (i.e., no tungsten vaporizer) (Onasch et al., 2012).

Figure 11 shows that after heating at 250 ◦C, the residual

organics associated with rBC correlate well with the resid-

ual organics in the bulk measurements, and they only ac-

count for < 10 % of the bulk measurements. Therefore, this

good correlation is not caused by a large contribution from

rBC-associated species, but is possibly caused by the fact

that the non-volatile organics in the bulk measurements have

similar sources or have undergone similar chemical process-

ing as rBC in the atmosphere. Denkenberger et al. (2007)

suggested that the non-volatile organics may be oligomers

formed within the TD based on the observation that oligomer

intensity increased after heating ambient particles in a TD.

In our study, the signals at high m/z (100–180), which are

potential indicators for oligomers, decrease with TD temper-

ature (Fig. S15). This suggests that the non-volatile organics

are unlikely to be oligomers formed within the TD.
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Figure 11. Comparison between organics associated with rBC

(measured by SP-AMS with laser vaporizer only) and the non-

refractory organics in the bulk measurement (by HR-ToF-AMS) af-

ter heating at 250 ◦C.

3.3.3 OA MFR and O : C ratio

To examine the relationship between O : C and MFR, the

O : C of thermally denuded OA is plotted as a function of

TD temperature. As shown in Fig. 12a, the O : C of thermally

denuded OA increases with increasing TD temperature, indi-

cating that the residual OA with lower volatility is more oxi-

dized, which is consistent with previous observations (Huff-

man et al., 2009a, b). Thus, it appears that the OA oxidation

level (i.e., O : C) is correlated with MFR. If so, one would

expect that ambient OA with higher O : C should have larger

MFR. However, as shown in Fig. 12b to e, the MFR increases

only slightly with the bypass O : C (or OS) over a wide range

of O : C (or OS). In addition, the correlation between MFR

and bypass O : C (or OS) is weak (i.e., R < 0.4), suggesting

that the volatility of OA cannot be readily inferred by its O : C

or OS.

The lack of correlation between OA MFR and O : C is

likely due to the distributions of volatility and O : C in bulk

OA; that is, one population of particles with a higher bulk

O : C could have lower MFR after heating compared to an-

other population of particles with a lower bulk O : C, if the

volatility and O : C distributions are different between two

populations. In the following discussion, we use a simple

model to illustrate our point (Fig. 13). Two populations of

particles are comprised of three compounds (i.e., A, B, and

C), but with different amounts. These three compounds have

the same molecular weight, but different volatility and O : C.

The assumed properties of the three compounds and the com-

positions of two populations of particles are atmospherically

relevant and are summarized in Fig. 13. Although the average

O : C of population no. 2 (i.e., 0.75) is higher than that of pop-

ulation no. 1 (i.e., 0.61), population no. 2 has the same MFR

as population no. 1 after heating, which is consistent with

the trend in Fig. 12b–e. On the other hand, the O : C of each

population always increases after heating, which is consistent
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Figure 12. (a) Organic mass fraction remaining (MFR) and O : C as

a function of TD temperature; (b–e) organic MFR at 120 and 250 ◦C

as a function of bypass line organic O : C and oxidation state.

with the observation in Fig. 12a. We note that the example

described here is specific; however, it clearly illustrates that

the distributions of volatility and O : C largely influence the

relationship between O : C and MFR of bulk OA. This also

helps to explain the various types of relationship between

O : C and MFR observed in laboratory studies (Grieshop et

al., 2009b; Qi et al., 2010; Donahue et al., 2012; Kroll et

al., 2009; Tritscher et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2014). In pre-

vious laboratory studies, while the SOA generally becomes

progressively more oxidized (i.e., O : C increases) during the

chemical aging, the volatility distribution evolves differently

for different SOA systems, which results in various types of

MFR trends (i.e., increases, or stays constant, or decreases

over time). Our analysis emphasizes the importance of un-

derstanding the distribution of volatility and O : C in bulk

OA and reveals the potential weakness of using one aver-

aged O : C value to describe the degree of oxidation, which

is in line with the two-dimensional volatility-oxidation mod-

eling framework proposed by Donahue et al. (2011). In ad-

dition to the distribution of O : C and volatility, the fact that

MFR depends on the initial concentration of OA, which is

different between studies, may also contribute to the various

relationships between O : C and MFR.

Hildebrandt et al. (2010) proposed that the lack of correla-

tion between O : C and volatility in Finokalia, Greece, was
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Figure 13. The properties (O : C and volatility) of three model com-

pounds and the composition of two populations of particles used

in the simple model to illustrate the relationship between bulk OA

O : C and volatility. The O : C is 1, 0.5, and 0.1 for compound A,

B, and C, respectively. Upon heating at temperature T0, 50, 65, and

100 % of A, B, and C would evaporate. Population no. 1 is com-

prised of 0.25, 0.7, and 0.05 µg m−3 of A, B, and C, respectively,

and population no. 2 is comprised of 0.7, 0.05, and 0.25 µg m−3 of

A, B, and C, respectively.

caused by the OA being highly oxidized with an average

O : C of 0.8 (estimated from the measured f44). In order to

test this hypothesis, we plot the O : C enhancement (i.e., ratio

between O : C of thermally denuded OA and O : C of ambient

OA) vs. O : C of ambient OA (Fig. 14a) to show the O : C en-

hancement after heating. By extrapolating the linear fit under

different temperatures, we find that if the O : C of ambient

OA is about 1, the enhancement is negligible even after heat-

ing at 250 ◦C. It is important to note that the O : C reported

in Fig. 14a is calculated based on the recent formulation in

Canagaratna et al. (2015). The improved O : C calculation

method in Canagaratna et al. (2015) results in higher O : C

compared to the values based on Aiken et al. (2008), which

was used in Hildebrandt et al. (2010). By using the method

in Aiken et al. (2008), we found that the O : C threshold for

no enhancement is 0.8 (Fig. S16), which is the same as the

O : C of ambient OA in Hildebrandt et al. (2010). In addition,

the campaign-averaged f44 of ambient OA in Hildebrandt et

al. (2010) is 0.182, which is close to f44 of TD OA under

250 ◦C (i.e., 0.188) in our study (Fig. 14b). To conclude, this

analysis provides a specific case in which the average O : C

ratio might not be a good indicator of OA volatility.

4 Conclusions

In this study, we deployed a suite of instruments to character-

ize the composition of PM1 at a rural site (Detling, Kent) near

London during the Clean Air for London (ClearfLo) project

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/16/1139/2016/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 16, 1139–1160, 2016
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Figure 14. (a) O : C enhancement (i.e., ratio of TD line O : C to

bypass line O : C) as a function of bypass line O : C. (b) Mass

spectra of OA under different TD temperatures. The signals be-

tween m/z 45 and 99 are multiplied by 10 and the signals between

m/z 100 and 150 are multiplied by 25 for clarity. The mass spectra

are colored by the ion type in the same way as Fig. 4b.

in 2012 winter. Nitrate and organics are two major compo-

nents in PM1, each of which accounts for ∼ 30 % of total

PM1 mass concentration. Retroplume analysis reveals that

the PM1 concentration in the greater London area is largely

influenced by the origin of the air masses. When air masses

are advected from mainland Europe, the PM1 concentration

is elevated and the organic aerosol is more oxidized. Oxy-

genated organic aerosol (OOA) accounts for ∼ 50 % of total

OA. Taking advantage of measurements in winter when the

biogenic emissions are low, we hypothesize that the OOA in

the current study is likely aged OA from biomass burning.

The hypothesis is based on the combined PMF and radio-

carbon analysis where more than 70 % of carbon in OOA is

estimated to be non-fossil (Liu et al., 2015) and cannot be

explained by the small amount of biogenic SOA in winter.

With simultaneous HR-ToF-AMS measurements taking

place at the rural Detling site and the urban North Kensington

site, we have a unique opportunity to investigate the spatial

variability of PM1 in the greater London area. The nitrate

concentration is markedly higher at the urban site compared

to the rural site (i.e., 5.6 vs. 3.5 µg m−3). The high nitrate

concentration at the rural site together with the urban ex-

cess of nitrate imply that the nitrate in the greater London

area has a high regional background overlaid by important

contributions from local production. Although the OA con-

centration is comparable between the rural and urban sites,

PMF analysis suggests distinctly different contribution from

different sources between the two sites. Similar to previous

studies, we find that OA at the urban site mainly arises from

primary sources, while OA at the rural site is mainly sec-

ondary. Vehicle emission, solid fuel combustion, and cooking

together account for ∼ 70 % of OA at the urban NK site. In

contrast, OOA contributes more than half of total OA at the

rural Detling site. Among all OA factors, OOA has the best

correlation between the two sites (R = 0.81), which suggests

that this factor is largely regional. We find that the OOA con-

centration is almost twice as high at the rural Detling site than

the urban NK site. This is a result of meteorological condi-

tions, which cause a strong gradient of SOA concentration

when air masses are advected from polluted mainland Eu-

rope. The observation that the OOA concentration is higher

at the rural site than urban site is opposite to the trend shown

in Zhang et al. (2007). However, the trend reported in Zhang

et al. (2007) is not based on simultaneous measurements at

paired rural and urban sites. Thus, our observation highlights

the importance of meteorology in determining the OA spatial

distribution.

A TD was deployed to investigate the volatility of PM1

species at the Detling site. We find that although OOA has

substantial larger O : C than HOA and SFOA, the volatili-

ties of these three factors are similar at 120 ◦C, which is in-

ferred from the change in mass concentration after heating

at 120 ◦C. This suggests that the O : C may not be a good

proxy for OA factor volatility. We note that 16 % of total

OA remains even after heating at 250 ◦C, suggesting the exis-

tence of non-volatile organics. PMF analysis reveals that the

majority of the remaining organics are oxygenated OA. At

250 ◦C, the time series of the residual organics measured by

HR-ToF-AMS correlate well with the residual organics as-

sociated with rBC measured by SP-AMS. The good correla-

tion suggests that the non-volatile organics likely have sim-

ilar sources or have undergone similar chemical processing

as rBC in the atmosphere, considering that rBC-associated

organics only account for < 10 % of bulk organics.

We evaluate the relationship between the volatility (using

the MFR) and degree of oxidation (using the O : C or OS)

of bulk OA. We found that, on the one hand, the O : C of

thermally denuded OA is higher than that of ambient OA, in-

dicating that less-volatile compounds have higher O : C. On

the other hand, the MFR of OA shows a weak correlation

with O : C of ambient OA, indicating that the average O : C

of bulk OA may not be a good indicator for volatility. One

possible explanation for the seemingly contradictory obser-

vations lies in the broad distribution of volatility and O : C

in bulk OA. For example, different O : C distributions could

result in the same bulk O : C but different volatility distribu-

tions, which may cause particles with the same O : C to have

different MFR. Thus, it is important to understand and use

the distribution of properties (i.e., the distribution of volatil-

ity and O : C) to describe the complexity of OA.
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